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This paper develops the stochastic alculus of variations for Hilbert space-valued 
solutions to stochastic evolution equations whose operators satisfy a coercivity con- 
dition. An application is made to the solutions of a class of stochastic pde’s which 
includes the Zakai equation of nonlinear filtering. In particular, a Lie algebraic 
criterion is presented that implies that all finite-dimensional projections of the 
solution define random variables which admit a density. This criterion generalizes 
hypoelhpticity-type conditions for existence and regularity of densities for Iinite- 
dimensional stochastic differential equations. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The stochastic calculus of variation is a calculus for functionals on 
Wiener space based on a concept of differentiation particularly suited to 
the invariance properties of Wiener measure. Wiener measure on the space 
of continuous @-valued paths is quasi-invariant with respect o translation 
by a path y iff y is absolutely continuous with a square-integrable 
derivative. Hence, the proper definition of the derivative of a Wiener 
functional considers variation only in directions of such y. Using this 
derivative and its higher-order iterates, one can develop Wiener functional 
Sobolev spaces, which are analogous in most respects to Sobolev spaces of 
functions over R”, and these spaces provide the right context for discussing 
“smoothness” and regularity of Wiener functionals. In particular, 
functionals defined by solving stochastic differential equations driven by a 
Wiener process are smooth in the stochastic calculus of variations sense; 
they are not generally smooth in a Frechet sense, which ignores the struc- 
ture of Wiener measure. 
Malliavin [13, 141 initiated the stochastic calculus of variations to 
resolve, by stochastic methods, questions concerning the existence and 
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regularity of Wiener functionals arising from solutions to stochastic 
differential equations. His principal contributions were the definition of a 
stochastic, nonnegative definite “covariance” matrix, called the Malliavin 
covariance matrix, associated to any functional, and an integration by 
parts formula for analyzing the covariance matrix. It is the properties of 
this matrix that can be used to obtain results on densities; if 8 = {8(t)}l, T 
is a Brownian motion, F(8) a functional taking values in [w”, and A(8) the 
covariance matrix of F, then A(8) > 0 a.s. implies that the distribution of F 
admits a density, while bounds of the type E[det A(e)]-” < co imply 
regularity of the density. Several authors have developed these ideas for a 
variety of problems. Among other studies, Shigekawa [18] treats dis- 
tributions of multiple Wiener integrals. Stroock [ 19,203 establishes con- 
ditions on the coefficients of diffusions generated by stochastic differential 
equations, so that the transition functions admit smooth densities; see also 
Bismut [3]. Michel [ 151, Kusuoka and Stroock [lo], Bismut and Michel 
[23], and Ferreyra [7] apply a partial (actually conditioned) Malliavin 
calculus to studying densities of conditional distributions in nonlinear 
filtering. This constitutes by now only a partial list of applications. 
Accounts of the fundamentals of stochastic calculus of variations may be 
found in Stroock [19], Watanabe [21], Shigekawa [18], and Zakai [22]. 
We review the basic definitions and results in Section 2. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop applications of Malliavin 
calculus to stochastic partial differential equations. The paper divides into 
two parts. In the first part, contained in Section 3, we consider abstract 
linear evolution equations of the type 
du+ [A~+~I dt=i [B~u+~,] dei(t) 
I 
u(0) = 240. 
(1.1) 
In this equation, 8= {(e,(t), . . . . 0,(t)): t >, 0} is a standard Brownian 
motion. We assume that there is a triple of Hilbert spaces VC Kc V*, such 
that Y is densely and continuously embedded in K, which is identified with 
its dual, and V* is the dual of V. Then A is a bounded linear operator from 
V to V*, and B,., 1 <-i< p, are bounded linear operators from V to K, and 
we seek a solution u(t) evolving in I/. Equation (1.1) is a standard way to 
formulate certain classes of linear stochastic partial differential equations; 
see, for example, Eqs. (4.1) and (4.4) of Section 4. Pardoux [ 171 and 
Krylov and Rozovskii [9] show how to solve (1.1) under a coercivity 
assumption on A and B,, . . . . BP. Our concern in Section 3 is to show under 
the coercivity assumption that the functionals 0 + u(t, 0) E V, t > 0, are 
smooth in the sense of the stochastic calculus of variations and to derive 
stochastic evolution equations for these derivatives and for the Malliavin 
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covariance matrix. Because of the linearity of (l.l), the equations for the 
variational derivative of u(t, t9) are easy to write down formally. The 
theoretical problem distinguishing this case from that of linear equations in 
finite-dimensional spaces, which are simple to analyze in terms of Malliavin 
calculus, comes from the fact that A and B,, . . . . BP model unbounded 
differential operators. Thus, achieving refined smoothness results requires 
imposing additional assumptions on (1.1). The main results of Section 3 on 
smoothness 8 + u(t, 0) are described in Proposition 3.7, Theorem 3.23, and 
Theorem 3.29. 
The second part of the paper studies a particular example of a stochastic 
partial differential equation fitting into the framework of (1.1). The 
equation 
- i ai Cm(X) P(X, t)l+ C(X) P(X, t) df 
J=l 
+ f ‘AX) P(X, f) dei( t) (1.2) 
may be interpreted in the form (1.1) if V= W’*2( Rn), the Sobolev space of 
L2-functions whose generalized erivatives are also in L2( R”), K = L2( P), 
and if the second-order operator of (1.2) is interpreted as an operator from 
W’y2( Rn) to V* by integration by parts-see Eq. (4.1). The results of 
Section 3 then apply to show that 0 -+ p(t)(e) is differentiable to all 
orders. It should be noted that if c(x) G 0 and [a&x)] 1 bi,jdn = a(x) a’(x), 
(1.2) is the Zakai equation for nonlinear filtering of a diffusion process X 
with forward generator Atj = C; j= i a$,4 - Cy ai [m4] and observations 
e,(t) = j& hi(x(s)) ds + Bi(t), 1 < id p, where B is a Brownian motion 
independent of X. For the filtering problem, Chaleyat-Maurel [6] shows 
by different means that unnormalized conditional estimates (4, p(t)) = 
Jo p(x, t) dx are smooth in the stochastic calculus of variations sense. 
Our results here lead to an alternate proof of this fact. 
Our concern in Section 4 is to analyze the Malliavin covariance matrix 
of p(t). In this setting, the Malliavin covariance matrix, denoted 
here by V*p(t) VP(t)(e), takes values in the spaces of symmetric, non- 
negative definite, Hilbert-Schmidt operators from L2( OX”) to L2(R”). If 
V*p(t) VP(t)(e) > 0 almost surely, we can draw the following conclusion 
concerning the regularity of the distribution of p(t)(e). Let S be any closed 
finite-dimensional subspace of L*(FY) and let Proj 1 s denote projection 
onto S. Then the random variable 0 -+ Proj 1 s p(t)(e) admits a density. We 
describe this situation by saying that p(t)(e) admits a density with respect 
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to cylinder sets. The main theorem of Section 4, Theorem 4.6, is roughly as 
follows. 
Let A denote the second-order operator in the “dt” term of (1.2), and let 
A be the Lie algebra of operators generated by ad[A - 4 1; hjlkhi, k 2 0, 
l<i<p, where [adA]B=[A,B]=BoA-AoB, and hi denotes the 
operator of multiplication by hi. Then if A( p,,) = { C( pO) 1 C E A } is dense in 
L2( [w”), V*p( t) Vp( t)(e) > 0 almost surely. 
Our motivation for this result comes from the theory of nonlinear 
filtering. The solution of (1.2) is said to be finite dimensionally computable 
if there is a process Z(t)(0) evolving in a finite-dimensional space and 
solving a stochastic differential equation driven by 8 such that p(x, t)(e) = 
F(x, t, Z(t)(e)) for some F. Recently many studies have related the existence 
or nonexistence of finite dimensionally computable statistics to the struc- 
ture of the Lie algebra generated by A - fx~ hf and hi, . . . . A,-see Marcus 
[ 121 for a review. The result of Theorem 4.6 contributes to this question. It 
says that the condition that A(pO) be dense in L2(rW’) excludes linite- 
dimensional computability in a strong sense. For if p(t, 0) = F(x, t, Z(t)(O)) 
and F is smooth enough, the support of the distribution of p(t, 0) will, 
roughly speaking, lie in a manifold whose dimension is less than or equal 
to that of the state space of Z. If m =dimension of the state space of Z 
and S is a subspace such that dim S > m, then Proj 1 s p( t, 0) cannot admit 
a density if p is finite dimensionally computable. Thus the Lie algebraic 
condition we give, implying the existence of densities of projections onto 
any subspace S with dim(S) < 00, means smooth finite-dimensional com- 
putability cannot occur. 
Please note that Section 4 can be read independently of Section 3 if the 
reader is willing to accept a few basic facts from Section 3 on the 
application of Malliavin calculus to p(t, x, 0). In particular, the results of 
Section 3.4 are not used in Section 4 at all. 
2. STOCHASTIC CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
This section outlines the principal definitions and results we shall need 
from the stochastic calculus of variations; full treatments may be found in 
1191, C211, or Clll. 
2.1. Notation 
G-4 (0, WY @Qrc T, P ) shall denote the Wiener space of IWP-valued 
paths on [0, T]. That is, 8 = C,( [0, T], Iwp), the continuous, IWP-valued 
paths starting at zero, @ is the Bore1 o-algebra of 0 with the sup-norm 
topology, p is Wiener measure, and sJ~ = cr{ e(s) ) 0 G s < t} v (p-null sets}. 
{e(t) 1 I < r} shall denote the canonical process on (8, p) and E[F] the 
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expectation of functions F on (@, p). Finally, if X is a Hilbert space, 
L’Q; X) is the space of X-valued random vectors F with El1 Fll”, < 00. 
(b) H := {y E 8 I y(t) is absolutely continuous, sc Ir’(s)12 ds < cc } and 
H is a Hilbert space with inner product 
(~9 V)H = loT (Y’(S), v’(s)) ds. 
(c) Let X be a separable Hilbert space. For each integer k30, 
set Uk = (s = (i(l), . . . . i(k))1 1 d i(j) < p}. L(k; X) is defined to be the 
set of families {fsl SE U,} such that {fsl s E U,} c L2( [0, T]‘;X) and 
f*s(a Z(l)? .**9 %(fc,)=fh ...2 crk) for any permutation n of { 1, . . . . k}, where 
?y= (i(rc(l)), . ..) i(a(k))) if s = (i(l), . . . . i(k)). Call a typical element of 
L(k; X) ( fs} and introduce the inner product 
We define the multiple Wierner integral of {fs} to be 
The individual multiple integrals are defined in the sense of Ito. It can be 
shown that 
We choose this definition of multiple integral to obtain a simple form for 
the expression D[ { f,} 0 ok] defined below. 
(d) If X and 2 are separable Hilbert spaces HS(Z; X) denotes the 
space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from Z to X and [(A IIns the Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator norm. We shall identify HS(Z; X) with Z*@X 
(Z* =dual of Z). Thus, for e* EZ*, f EX, e*@f(z)=e*(z)f: In general, 
we take care to distinguish between a Hilbert space and its dual for reasons 
that become clear in Section 3. However, we always take H* = H. 
2.2. Fundamental Operators 
A gradient operator D and an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator 2’ play the 
fundamental roles in the stochastic calculus of variations. The gradient 
operator only accounts for variations along directions in H because Wiener 
measure is quasi-invariant only in those directions. 
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2.2. DEFINITION. Let X be a separable, Hilbert space and let F: 8 + X 
be measurable. 
(a) FE W’(X) and has H-differential DF: 8 + HS(H; X) if for each 
y E H, there is a version F,, of F such that t + F,(B + ty) is absolutely 
continuous for all 8 and 
for all y E H and E > 0. 
(b) If F, GE W’(X), define 
VF* VG(8) := f DF(@(yJ@ DG(e)(y,) 
i=l 
where {ri} and {ej} are arbitrary orthonormal basis of H and X, respec- 
tively. Note that VP VG: 8 + HS(X*; X). If FE W’(X), VF* VF is called 
the Malliavin covariance matrix of F. Note that 
trVF*VF(e)= I\DF(O)I/f.,,. (2.3) 
A simple definition of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator employs the 
It-Wiener decomposition of L’(p; X); given FE L2(p; X), there exist 
{fi”‘} E i(k) fo r each integer k > 0 such that 
F(e)= f {f+ek. (2.4) 
k=O 
2.5. DEFINITION. D,(Y :X) is the set of F in L’(p:X) such that 
c/F= 1 k2W II UP’> II i(k) < co. For FE D2(Z; X) set 
YfX)F= _ f 5 {f;k)} o ,jk. 
k=O 
Note that E II 5?“FII z = &PC 1 k2(k!) II { fi”)} 11 i(k). 
We shall write simply YF for 9’P’X)F when the space X is clear from con- 
text. It may be shown that YCX) is a closed operator in L’(p; X) for all 
p, 1s p < co; see [ 111. The domain of Y in Lp(p; X) will be called 
D,W’; W. 
A simple expression for DF may also be obtained using the Ito-Wiener 
expansion. Let {f,} s E UCkj 
in f(k-1;X) as 
be an element of L(k;X). Define {dfS},,U(k-ll) 
follows: for Y E H, dfs,(t, , :.., tk--l)(Y) = 
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k Cy= 1 J:f(s,j,k , . . . . tk- 1, s) y;(s) ds, where for s E U(k - I), (s, j) is that 
element of U(k), i.e., a multi-index of k numbers, obtained by appending j
to s. Using this notation, we have 
D[{f,}~O”]= {df,}J3? (2.6) 
The symmetries built into {fs} E i(k) give this formula its nice form. 
We collect some important facts about D and 3 in the next proposition. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. (a) L@‘) is self-&joint in L’(p; A’). 
(b) (Closure of D) Zf F, {F,}:=, c W’(X)n L’(p; X) and G, 
{ DF,},“=, c L’(p; HS(H’; A’)), and 
lim ~CIIJ’-Fnllx+ IIG-DF,IIHS~H:XJ =O, n--rm 
then FE W’(X) and DF=G. 
(c) I~FED,(Y;X) andeEX, (F,~),ED,(P’;LT%) and Y(F,e),= 
( YCx’F, e). 
(d) IfF, GE D2(6p; X), then FQ G E D,(T; HS(X*; X)). Furthermore 
D,(A?; X) c W’(X) and for F, GE D#?; X) 
(e) If FE D,(-K X), 
E IDFI i&;xj G ECIIFll2x+ II~Fll;l. (2.8) 
(f) If F, YFE D,(9; X) then DFE D,(Z; HS(H, X)) and L?DF= 
DLZ’F+ ;DF. 
(g) Suppose ~$EC~(W; R) satisfies l&$(x)l <K(l+ IxIZPa) for some 
KC co, for all multi-indices ~1, /cl/ ~$2. [f F= (F,, . . . . Fn)c D2(3’; R”) then 
W’(8)) i D,W: R)n W’(R) and 
i= 1 
P’((F(O))=t tr[d2d(F(B))VF* VF(O)] 
+ i @Pxi(F(e)) YFj(e), 
i=l 
where d2# = [ a2tj/dxi ax,], G i. jS n. 
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(h) If X and W are two separable Hilbert spaces, A: X + W is a 
bounded linear map, and FE D,(8; X), then 
AF(8) E D,(dp; W) and YCW’AF= AYCX’F. 
Proofs. Parts (a)-(e) and (g), aside from minor, verified details, may be 
found in [ll]. Part (h) is trivial. As for (f), this is easily proved by direct 
computation for F-of the form { fs} 0 ok, {f,} E i(k; X), by using definition 
(2.5) for 9 and formula (2.6) for DF. For general F such that 
F, LIFE D,(Y; X), let F’“) be the Ito-Wiener expansion (2.4) of F trun- 
cated at order n. By using the inequality (2.8) of parts (e) of the 
proposition, one finds 
lim E{ IIDF’“‘- DF(I&C,;,, + 11 LYDF@) - [D~F + PDF] 11 &H;XJ = 0. 
n-m 
Since 9’ is closed DFE Dz(LZ’p; HS(H; X)) and ZDF= DYF+ +DF (see 
also Nualart and Zakai [ 163). 1 
Let {a(t), t 2 0} be a G3C-progressively measurable, RP-valued process 
such that a(t) E D,(6p; II3 “) for each t, and, for some T> 0, 
Ej’ { Ia(t + IYa(t)l’} dt < 00. 
0 
Then, one can find progressively measurable processes c(t)(e) and q(t)(O) 
on [0, T] x 0 such that e(t)(e) = Za(t)(e) and q(t)(e) = Da(t)(e) Leb x p 
almost everywhere. We denote E and q by di4a(t) and D?(t), respectively. 
Furthermore, 1: aj(s) ds, 1 < j < h, and 1: a(s) de(s) ( = xi”_ 1 fz a,(s) de; (s)) 
are elements of D2( 9’ : R) and 
9 I,’ ai ds = 5,’ L?aj(s) ds (2.9) 
9 J‘oTa(s) de(s) = Jo’ [LZa(s) -i a(s)] de(s) (2.10) 
D s,’ aj(s) ds = 1,’ Daj(s) ds (2.11) 
D j’s(s) de(s) = i’Da de(s) + Ji a(u) du. 
0 0 
(2.12) 
In (2.12), jb a(u) duE H is defined by 
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for y E H. For these formulae see [19, 111. By applying (2.9~(2.12) and 
Proposition 2.7(g) to the solution A’(t)(d) of 
x(t)(e)=x + ji m(s, x(s)) ds + ji $ Qi(s, x(s)) dei(s)9 
one obtains 
TX(t)(e) =J; cYm(s, X(s)) ds 
and 
DX(t)(t?)=l’f d,m(s, X(s))-DX(s) ds 
0 1 
+ ji $ dxai(s, X(s)) *DX(s) d6JS) 
+ il[ $ aits, X(S)) ds. (2.14) 
(The notation d,f in (2.14) stands for the differential d,f = [@J~x,].) 
These formulas are valid, for instance, when m(s, x) and ~~(8, x) are 
measurable with continuous, bounded derivatives up to order two in the 
x-variables. 
2.3. Smoothness of Wiener Functionals 
The Wiener functional analogue of a Schwartz class function is a 
functional infinitely differentiable with respect to the D and 9 operators 
such that all derivatives are Lp(p) bounded for all p > 1. However, we shall 
first define a less restrictive class that requires only L2(p)-boundedness. 
Specifically, let 
UT(X) := {FE L2(p; A’) I LP’FE D,(Lf’; X), all n > O}. 
The definition of UT(X) involves 9°F only, but it automatically entails 
infinite differentiability with respect to D also. Indeed, suppose we set 
HS”‘(H; A’) := HS(H, X), HSt2)(H; X) = HS(H; HS(H, X)), and induc- 
tively HS’“‘( H, X) = HS( H; HS (“-‘)(H X)); note HS(“)(H, X) is iso- 
morphic to H 0 f .. (n times) . . . @ H@ k Then we have 
2.15. PROPOSITION. rf FE w?(X), D”FE %‘T(HS’“‘(H; A’)) for every 
integer n 2 1. 
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Proof: It is clearly enough to prove that FE%??(X) implies 
DFE %?T(HS(H, X)), because replacing F by DF then implies 
D*FE %?R,“(HS’*‘(H; X)) and so on to all orders n. However, one can prove 
by induction that LZnDFe D2(Yp; HS(H; X)) for each n and 
Y’DF= f a,j D9jF for some constants a,,,. (2.16) 
j=O 
Indeed for n = 1, Proposition 2.7(f) implies DFE D2(Y; HS(Z-Z; X)). 
Since 9jF~ D,(Lf; X) for all j, DL@FE D,(Y; HS(H; X)), again by 
Proposition 2.7(f), and hence dpDjF= DLZ’j+‘F+ $DL?jF. Thus Y’+‘DF 
=‘Cj=o a,,j[Dy j+ ‘F+ $D.L@F], which is again of the form of (2.16). 1 
Actually a much stronger statement is true. For F: 8 -+ X, let I(DkFIIHs 
denote I(DkFllHS~“~CH;Xj. Let C= --Q. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. For every p > 2 and every integer k > 0, there exists a 
IL~,,~ < co such that 
This proposition is due to Meyer [24]; Watanabe [21] also gives a 
thorough proof. Their proofs deal with the case of a scalar-valued F, but 
extend to the vector case by an argument using Khinchine’s inequality, as 
in Watanabe [21, pp. 46471. We further define 
U:(X) = {FE Lp(p; X) I YFE D,(Y; X), all n > O> 
and %W) = npp2 U;(X). It follows from Proposition 2.17 that if 
FEGT(X)), then DkFcLP(p: HSck)(H; X)) for all p>2 and all integers 
k > 0. In our application to stochastic evolution equations we shall extend 
these definitions to X-valued processes; see Definition 3.4. 
2.4. Existence of Densities of Random Variables on Wiener Space 
Let F: 0 -+ R”. F is a random variable inducing the distribution p o F-’ 
on R”, and we want to know when p 0 F-’ has a density with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on KY. The following result essentially says that a full 
’ rank condition on DF suffices for existence of densities. 
2.18. PROPOSITION (Malliavin [13]). Suppose that F;E D2(dp, (W”) and 
(VF)* VFE D2(5?; Iw”@ IJY). Zf (VF)* VF>O p-a.s., then d(po F-‘)/dx 
exists. 
A proof may be gound in Shigekawa [ 18, Theorem 3.11. Our hypotheses 
here imply the hypotheses tated in his theorem. 
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3. STOCHASTIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
This section discusses tochastic calculus of variations for solutions of an 
abstract, bilinear stochastic evolution equation, 
u(t) + j’ [A(s) u(s) +f(s)] ds= u. 
0 
+ f jr CBi(s) 4s) + g,(s)1 d~i(s). (3.1) 
1 0 
The context for (3.1) is a triple of separable Hilbert spaces Vc KC I’*, 
where V is densely and continuously embedded in K, K is identified with its 
dual, and I’* is the dual of V. The inner product in V, K, etc., shall be 
denoted by ( ., . ) y, ( ., . lK, etc., and the duality pairing between V* and V 
by(.,.)*,.Observethat(w,v)r=(w,u),forwinKandvinV.FixT>O. 
We assume A(s) E L( V; I’*), the bounded linear maps from V to V*, and 
B,(s)eL(V; K) for all 0~s~ T and 1 <i<p, and sup(I(A(s)lJ.(.;..,Is~ 
[0, T]}, sup{ IIB,(.Y)(~.~.;,,I~E [0, T]} < co, for 1 < i<p. For obtaining 
solutions to (3.1), the following coercivity assumption is fundamental and 
shall be assumed throughout: 
there exist A> 0, a > 0 such that for all t, 0 < t d T, and for all u E V 
2(A(t)U, V)C+A Ilull:>a IlUll$+f llBi(t)ull~’ 
1 
(3.2) 
Finally, f and gi( .) are I’*- and K-valued processes to be specified later. 
Equation (3.1) has a simple linear form. If A( .) and Bi(. ), 1 < i 6 p, were 
bounded operators on K, the stochastic calculus of variations would be an 
immediate extension of the simplest finite-dimensional case, and solutions 
0 + u(t)(0) would be smooth GP(K) functionals. However, here A( =) and 
Bi( .) are in effect unbounded operators on K, so obtaining results requires 
a little more care, and, in particular, proving gm(K)-type smoothness 
requires imposing additional assumptions on the Bi( .), 1 < i < p. In Sec- 
tion 3.1 we will show how to use Galerkin approximation to show, 
roughly, that the map 0 -+ u(t)(e) for lixed t is a %y( V) functional, and we 
derive stochastic differential equations for 9’%(t)(0); see Proposition 3.7. 
In Section 3.2 we impose additional assumptions to show that 
9’%(t)(0) E LP(p), p > 2, and to write an equation for V*u*(t) Vu(t); these 
results are described in Theorem 3.23. Finally, in Section 3.3 we establish 
yet additional assumptions for finding an equation for Du(t)(@. 
The statement of the results involves a line point. The Galerkin 
approximation method we use follows work of Pardoux [17] and Krylov 
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and Rozovskii [9]. They show that if U,,E K, then (3.1) has a unique 
B,-adapted solution 
u( .) E L2( [0, T] x 0, Leb x p; V) n L2(8, C( [0, T]; K)). (3.3) 
Equation (3.3) means that one may choose a version of u such that 
u( ., 0) E C( [0, r]; K) for every 0, but Leb x p almost everywhere u(t, 0) E V 
and E fl llu(s)(0)\$ds< co. A similar situation holds for Yu(t)(e). Here 
Yu(t)(e) stands either for Y(“)u(t)(0) or Y%(t)(e). This does not cause 
confusion if u(t) E D,(Y; V), because then u(t) E D&Z; K) also and 
=.Y’iPO~(t)(0) = p%(t)(e), by Proposition 2.7(h) and the fact that V is 
continuously embedded in K. However, typically we prove that 
u(t)(e) E D2(Y; K) for every t, but u(t)(O) E D,(g; V) only for almost every 
t. In particular, we prove statements of the form 
LZu(t) E L2( [0, T] x 0, Leb x p; V) n L’(0, C( [0, T]; K)). 
To express the degree of differentiability of the functional 0 + u(t)(e) and 
the properties of ts derivatives, we shall need the following spaces of 
processes. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let X be a real, separable Hilbert space and p 2 2. 
(a) C:(X) is the space of (equivalence classes of) measurable process 
q(t, 0): [0, T] x 0 + X such that q(t, .) is B,-measurable for (Lebesgue) 
almost all t<Tand llqll~:=E1lP~gTI(q(t,e)llRdt<~. 
(b) For n > 1, C;(X) = (q E C;-‘(X)JZq E C;-‘(X)}. More 
precisely, q(t, .) E DJY; X) for almost all t < T and there is Z(t) E C;- i(X) 
such that 64q(t, e)-= Z(t, 0) Leb x p-almost everywhere. 
(c) qw)=nn,, C;(x) and Cm(X) = LO npa2 C;(X). 
(d)G'(X)= n C;(X) 
pa2 
G”(X)= n G”(X). 
n>O 
The space C?(X) corresponds to q?(X) defined in Section 2, etc. By 
Proposition 2.17, Cm(X)= G”(X); however, the spaces G”(X) will be 
useful in discussing an equation for Du(t) presented in Theorem 3.29 below. 
3.5. LEMMA. C:(X) with inner product ((q, r))c;=Ej,T[(q, r),+ 
(Z’q, 9r ),I dt is a Hilbert space. 
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Proof: Y, is a closed operator on L*(,B; X). 1 
3. I. Equations fir 2%(t) 
Assume that 5!?%(t), n = 1,2, 3, . . . . exist. It is then simple to write down 
formally the correct forms of the stochastic evolution equations for S!‘%(t). 
Let 
f'"'(s) := [~(""]"f(S) 
g(O)(s) -= g.(s) I . I 
gj”‘(s) := $p(K) gin- ‘J(s) - ; g,‘“- l)(s) - @3,(s) Y- ‘u(s), ( n> 1. 
Then, assuming (2.9)-(2.13) still apply and using Y(“‘)Au(~) = AS(’ 
dP(K)B,u(t) = Bi@%(t), v”(t) = Y%(t) should solve the equation 
u”(t) + j; [A(s) U(~)(S) +f’“‘(s)] ds 
= $’ j. [gi(s) u(“)(s) +g~“wl dei(s)* 
(3.6.m) 
Notice that (3.6~) is of the same form as (3.1) for every n. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. (a) Assume that u. E K, f( .) E C;( V*), and 
g(a) E C;(K), I <i< p. Then (3.1) has a unique solution u( .)E C!( V) n 
L*(@, C( [0, T]; K)) and this u( .) E C;(V). Furthermore Y’%(t) is given by 
the solution to (3.6.m) for m <n. That is, f(")(.)e C;( V*), gCm'( .)E C!(K) 
for m d n and it follows that (3.6.m) has a unique solution v(“‘)( .) E Cz( V) n 
L*(O, C( [O, T]; K)). In fact, vcm)( t)= [ZcK)]‘%(t) for all t Q T, and 
@“j(t) = [2”‘“‘]‘%(t) for almost all t d T. 
(b) Zf f(.)ECT(Y*), gJ,)cC,“(K), ldi<d, and uogK, then 
U(.)ECgyV). 
ProojY Part (b) is an immediate consequence of (a). 
To prove (a) it suftices to do only the case n = 1. Indeed, suppose that 
f (. ) E C:( l’* ), gi( * ) E C?(K) and we have proved the case n = 1. Then 
Yu( .) satisfies (3.1) with f replaced by Y'*f( .)E Ci(V*) and gi( .) 
replaced by ScK)gi(s) - f g,(s) - if&(s) u(s) E C:(K). Thus the n = 1 case 
applied to JZu( . ) gives S!‘U( .) E Ci( V) and Eq. (3.6.2) for Pu( .). Clearly we 
can iterate to any order n in this manner. 
To prove the case n = 1, we employ the Galerkin approximation method 
used in [ 171 to prove (3.3). Let {e, 1 e 1 c V be a complete orthonormal 
basis of K, and set uO,N = C/“= , (uo, eJ,e,. Let u,(t) = Z,“= 1 ~~,~(t) e, solve 
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h(f), e,),+ 1’ CCW x&h eJF+ (f(s), eJ?l d 
0 
= uo,N + $, fi (Bits) u.ds) + g,(s), er)K doi 
for 1 < l< N, and let u,..,(f) = I,“= I Z”,.,,(f) e, solve 
(3.8) 
(udf), e/J,+ it [<A(s) uds), el>t+ (WCsL er>21 ds 
0 
= icl Jb: (Bits) ~~4s) -!j g,(S) -$ Bits) UDAS), er)K dOi( (3.9) 
For each N, (3.8) is a stochastic differential equation for (z&f), . . . . ~~,~(t)) 
with linear drift and diffusion coefficients. Application of (2.14) (see 
Stroock [19]) then shows that uN( .) E Ci( V) and Y)(“)u,(t) = uN(t). 
A simple calculation using Ito’s formula and the coercivity condition 
(3.2) shows that there exist constants Cc, Cc < CI!, /I, and v, such that cl, j?, and 
v are independent of N, and 
G II~oII:.+~~~~ll~,~~~llZ,~~ 
0 
+l$ [E IlfWllZ. + 1 E II gASIll :I h, (3.10) 
and 
E Ilu,v(r)ll:+ eI,‘E Ibr&)ll:d~ 
<A ‘E Ilu,(s)ll:dF I 0 
+ C (II gi(s)ll’,+ II”~iCs>l12,)l dS 
+ vE f ; II~,&NZd~. (3.11) 
The Gronwall-Bellman inequality applied first to (3.10) and then to (3.11) 
then implies that { uN( .)} is a bounded sequence in Ci( V). Let ii( .) in 
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C:(V) be a (weak) limit of a weakly converging subsequence (uN( .)} and 
set fi(.) = @“)u(.) (more precisely, u( .) (more precisely, u( .) is the 
measurable process Leb x u-almost everywhere qual to Z’(“‘)u( .)). ii, after 
proper modification, will be our desired solution. To see this, note that 
because Cl(V) is continuously embedded in Ct( V), uNz( .) converges to ii( .) 
as N’ -+ cc in Ci( V) as well. The argument of Theorem 3.1 in Pardoux 
[17] then shows that ii has a modification u(.)in L*(O, C([O, 7’1; K)) and 
u( .) solves (3.1). Thus, the solution u( .) of (3.1) is in Ci( l’) as desired. To 
prove fi( .) solves (3.6.1) note that since uW + u weakly in Ci( V) and C;( V), 
for each q E Ci( V). It follows that Yu,, converges weakly to 9u in the 
closure of the subspace { 9~ 1 q E Ci( l’)} of C:(V), and hence in C!$ V). 
Another application of Theorem 3.1 in [17] shows that v”( .) has a 
modification v( .) in L’(8, C( [O, T], K)) solving (3.6.1). Therefore, for 
Lebesgue almost every t, u(t), u(t) E K, and u(t) = 9%(t). Since 9 is 
closed and lim, j ,~ E[Ilu(t)-u(s)llg+ IIu(t)-u(s)ll~] =0 for OGs<T, 
u(t) E &(6p; K) and Z%(t) = u(t) for each t < T. i 
3.12. COROLLARY. Let f~ CF( V*) and gie C,“(K), 1 <i< p. Then for 
euery t, D’k( t) E %‘y(HS(“)(F, K)) for every integer n > 0. That is, 
.YkD”u(t) E D,(2’; HS(“)(H, K)) for ail k > 1, n 3 0. 
ProoJ Apply Proposition 2.15 and Proposition 3,7(b)..; :“Bx 
3.2. Higher Moments and an Equation for Vu*(t) Vu(t) 
Throughout this section we shall impose the following additional 
hypotheses on Bi, 1 6 i 6 d: 
for 1 < id p, 0 < s d T, Bi(s) has an extension 
Bi(S)EL(K J’*) and sup{lIBi(~)ll.(~,..,IOi~,<T}<~ (3.13) 
[B,+(s) + B,(s)] IKe L(K, K) and 
sup{ ll4%) + &dll LcK,KJIO<~<T, l<i<p}cco. (3.14) 
It is simple to verify that (3.13) is equivalent to B?(s)1 “E L( V, K) and a 
uniform bound on the L( I’, K) norm of B,?(s) I “; indeed B*(s) 1 y = B*(s) 
and B,(s) = (B,?(s) I v)*. 
3.15. EXAMPLE. Let V= W’,*(W), the Sobolev space of square- 
integrable generalized derivatives. Let K= L’(R”) and observe that 
V* = W-1*2(F%“). If h(x) is a bounded function and a(x) is a bounded 
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function with bounded first derivatives then (B,f)(x) = h(x)f(x) and 
(&j”)(x) = d,a(x)f(x) both satisfy (3.13) and (3.14). B, and 8, are typical 
of the operators appearing in the stochastic partial differential equations of 
nonlinear filtering. 
The conditions (3.13) and (3.14) allow one to obtain L4-bounds on the 
solutions u( .) of (3.1) for q > 2. 
3.16. LEMMA. Assume (3.13) and (3.14). Let q>2. Zff(.)e C”,(I/*) and 
gi( .) E C:(K) then u( .) E Cz( V), where u( .) is the solution to (3.1). 
Proof. Assume f= g z 0; the general case is an easy extension. Let 
zN = inf{ t ( I( u( t)ll K > N} and apply Ito’s rule to (3.1). Then 
E Ilu(t A ~~)(l$+Ej-;^‘l q/2 II~s)II”,-‘~(~~~), 4s))*,ds 
= I( u. II ‘, + E j; h ” q/2 C lIu(S)II$-’ IIBiu(s)IIcds 
+E.l dATNt q(q- I)/2 Il~(s)ll~~~(u(s)~ Bi(s) u(s))Z,ds* (3.17) 
If c=SU~{IIB~(S)+B~(S)(~~(~,~,)O~S~T, l<i<p} then for UEK, 
I(u, Bi(~)~)K( =j\(u, [Bi+ B~]u),l <c/2 \\u\\‘,. By applying this bound in 
the last term of (3.17) and using the coercivity assumption, 
Using Gronwall-Bellman and taking N-, co completes the proof. 1 
3.18. COROLLARY. Assume (3.13) and (3.14). Let 422, O<n<cc 
(n = CO included). If f( .) E C;(V*) and gi( +) E C;(K), 1 <i< p, then 
u(-)E C:(V), where u(.) is the solution to (3.1). Zf. Z(.)E: P(V*) and 
gi( .) E C”(K), 1 < i < p, then U( .) E Cm(V). 
We next develop a stochastic equation for Vu*(t) Vu(t) = 
~[u(t)Ou(t)]-U(t)O~~(t)-[~~(t)]Ou(t)bywritinganequationfor 
u(t) @ u(t) of the form of (3.1) and applying the above results. Notice first 
that u(t) 8 u(t) E I/@ V= HS( V*; V). The formulation of an equation for 
u(t) @ u(t) will thus involve tensor products of V, K, and V*, and it will be 
useful to recall the following definition. If U, W, and X are Hilbert spaces 
and J, E L( U, W), J2 E L( W, X), J, @ Jz E L( U@ W, W@ X) is given by 
J, @ J,(M) = J,MJ:. 
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If one formally applies Ito’s rule to u(t) @ u(t), the result is 
.cr)Q~cr)+~~[ AOZ+Z@A-xB,QB, u(s)@u(s)ds 1 
=uOQUO+C 1, [Bi@Z+Z@B<] u(s)&~(s). 
However, the operators A@Z+Z@A -C Bi@Bi, B,QZ+Z@B, do notin 
general satisfy the coercivity assumption with respect to V@ Vc K@ 
Kc V* @ V*. Instead we must use intermediate spaces defined in Bout and 
Pardoux [S J. 
3.19. DEFINITION. (a) V:= {MEHS(K,V)( there exists &EHS(V*,K) 
such that &IK=M}. 
(b) X=HS(K, K)=K@K. 
(c) V*= {NEHS(V, V*)IN=N1(y+N2, N,EHS(K, V*), N2~ 
HS(K K)). 
Recall that we define U@ X= HS( U*, X). However, in (3.18) and 
throughout K* = K so HS(K*, X) = HS(K, A’). 
The following properties of V, X, and Y* can be easily verified. -tr is a 
Hilbert space with inner product 
Essentially V is the closure of V@ Kn K@ V= HS( V*, K) n HS(K, V) in 
the 11. )( +,- norm. Note V c X and ME Viff C* (K~ HS(K, V), in which case 
C= (C* JK)*. X is embedded in V* by the one-one map i(M) = MI “, and 
we shall not distinguish between M and i(M). Furthermore, V* is the dual 
of ?lr if we define the duality pairing by 
((M, N))$=trM:N+trM:N 
= irl (ei, CMFfi+ NWlei)K, 
where M= M, ) ,, + M2 E “Y-*, NE -Y- and {ei} is any orthonormal basis of 
K. If ME X, then 
Hence, the duality pairing (( ., . ))*y extends (( ., .)), and -Ir c X c Y* is a 
triple of the same form as Vc Kc V*. 
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3.20. EXAMPLE. If V = I@*( UP), K = L*( R”), and V* = W- I,*( R”), as in 
Example 3.15, then Y z W’**(R*“), and Y* N W-‘**(R*“), where “z” 
denotes the isomorphism whereby fi(x,)@‘f2(x2) is identified with 
f(Xl)f(X2). 
Using the above notation we define an extension A of A @Z+ ZQ A - 
CB,QB,and an extension Bi of B,@Z+Z@B; to VcXc-Ir*. 
3.21. DEFINITION. Assume { i( .) ) 1 G i < p} satisfies conditions (3.13) 
and (3.14). Define A(s): V + -Y-* by 
A(s)C= [A(s)C) / v+ L’A*(s)- f Bi(s) C[B”(s)l v] 
and Bi(s): V + X by 
&(s)C = cBi(s) + Bi(s)C 
for CEV. 
3.22. LEMMA. Zf the operators Bi( .), 1 <i< p, satisfy (3.13) and (3.14) 
then d(s) E L(Y, Y*), B,(s) E L(Y; X) and sup{ IIR(s)ll I 0 <s 6 T, 
l<i<p}<oo and sup{~(B,(s)(l (O<s<T, l,<i<p)<m. Furthermore, 
there exist constants a’ and 1’ such that 
2<J(s) C, 0: + a’ IlCll$~ A’ IICll2y +i IIBiCs)cIl~ 
1 
for all C E Y and 0 < s < T. In addition, the operators Bi(s), 1 < i < p, satisfy 
(3.13) and (3.14) with V, K, V* replaced by Y, X, Y*. 
Proof The boundedness of the operator norms and the coercivity of 
A(s) and B,(s), 1 < i 6 p, are proved in [5]. For the rest, note first that 
B,(C)= C[Bt ( v] + [BiC] ( y 
for CEX defines an extension ~,EL(X, V*) of Bi, whlre Bit L(K, V*) 
is the extension of. B given in (3.13). Thus (3.13) holds for Bi. 
To prove (3.14), that [&+@](,E L(K, K), note that if CE K, 
(Bi+@](C)= C[B* +8] + [B+ B*]C and therefore II[&,+@]Cl(,< 
2 IICII, llB* + ~~IL~K,K~. I 
Using the spaces V, X, Y”* and the previous lemma we are able to 
prove the following theorem concerning the smoothness of u(t) as a 
Brownian functional. 
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3.23. THEOREM. Let assumptions (3.13) and (3.14) be true, and assume 
f z 0, gi z 0, 1 < i < p. Then if u(t) is the so&ion of (3.1), 
(i) u(.)ECOO(V),U(.)OU(.)EC”(~), and 
(ii) VU*( .) Vu( .) is in Cm(V) and solves the equation 
Vu*(t) Vu(t) + j; [A(s)(V*u(s) Vu(s)) - f B;@ B, [u(s)@ u(s)]] ds 
1 
= $ f; &(s)[V*u(s) VU(S)] de,(s), 
0 < t Q T. We can choose a version Vu*(t) Vu(t) in L*(O, C([O, T]; 2’)). 
ProoJ That u( .) E P( V) is a consequence of Corollary 3.18. The 
remaining statements of the theorem all follow from the fact that u(t) @ u(t) 
is a solution of 
= Ix ’ ’ &(s)(u(s) 6 u(s)) doi( 0 I 
Thus, because of Lemma 3.22, the operators A and Bi, 1 < i < p, satisfy all 
the assumptions of Corollary 3.18 with respect to Y c Xc Y*, so that 
u( t ) @ u( t ) E P(Y), and, in particular, 
~?[u(t)Ou(t)] + j’A(s) ~‘[u(s)@u(s)] ds 
0 
= ’ ’ By Y[u(S)@ U(S)] - f Bi(s)[U(s) @ U(S)] de,(S). 
However, a simple calculation shows that 
U(t)@YU(t)+j’ [A(S)[u(s)@-Y”(s)l +~~Bise,(s)Cu(sl~u(s)ll ds 
0 
= d ,i 
and similarly for [ S?‘U( t)] 0 u(t). Since Vu*(t) Vu(t) = A?[u( t) @ u(t)] - 
u(t) 6 .Zu(t) - [siPu(t)] 6 u(t) we obtain (3.24) by adding these equations. 
Finally, we can again apply Corollary 3.18 to Eq. (3.24) for Vu*(t) Vu(t) 
and so conclude VU*( .) VU( .) E C’(V). 1 
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When V is finite dimensional it is possible to obtain a simple represen- 
tation of the Malliavin covariance matrix Vu*(t) Vu(t) in terms of a 
stochastic state transition matrix for (3.1). Such a state transition matrix 
cannot be defined in the infinite-dimensional setting here, but we still can 
obtain an analogous representation of Vu*(t) Vu(t). Let u( .) solve (3.1), 
and assume that f = gi z 0. Consider the processes Gi( t, s, 0), T> t > s 2 0, 
f?~ 0, solving the equations 
Gi(t, s, e))+[‘A(r) G(r, s, 6) dr 
s 
= Bj(s) u(s)(O) + .1“ ‘f Bj(r) Gi(r, s, 0) doi (3.25) 
s /=I 
for 0 d s < t d T and 1 < i < p. (Were it possible to define a state transition 
operator @(t, s; 0) for (3.1), we would have Gi(t, s 18) = @(t, s; 6) Bi(s) 
u(s)(8).) By using the Galerkin approximation argument of Proposition 3.7 
one can prove that (3.25) has a unique solution G,(t, s, t9), measurable in 
(t, S, e), and such that Gi( ., S, 0) eL2( [0, T] x 0; Leb x ,a; C([O, T]; K)) 
and E[sTjT IIGi(t, s, e)llcdt ds] < co. If the Bj, 1 <j<p, satisfy (3.13) and 
(3.14) then EJ,Tf,T IIGi(t,s, B)IJp,dtds< co for all ~22, also. 
3.26. PROPOSITION. Let assumptions (3.13) and (3.14) be satisfied, and 
suppose f e 0 = gi, 1 < i < p. Then V*u(t) Vu(t)(e) = J:, C; Gi(t, S, f9)@ 
G,(t, s, 0) ds, v - a.s., for almost every t < T. 
Proof: Let j(t) = j:, Cp Gi(t, s,@@G,(t,s,@)ds and let U,WE V. Then 
(iW~~W,=,:@Gi( t, s, ‘3, V)K(Gi(t, s, e), wJK ds. (3.27) 
By Ito’s rule, 
(Gi(t, s), u)K(Gi(t, s), W)K 
+ (AGi(r, s), u>F(Gi(t, s), W)K+ (Gi(t, sh u)AAGi(r, S)P W>*v 
-kc, (&Gi(rT s), W),dBtGi(r, s), v,,) dt 
= (Biu(s), w),(Biu(s), V)K+ jr f C(BkGi(r, $1, U),dGi(r, ~1, W)K
s k=l 
+ (Gi(rr s), u),(BkGi(r, sh w)Kl dei(r). 
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Substitute this in (3.27) and interchange orders of integration; the result is 
= 
SC ' ' (B,(s) j(s), w @ u)~ dOi( 
0 1 
(3.28) 
Since I’@ V is dense in “Y, j(f) solves Eq. (3.24) for Vu*(t) Vu(t). Since this 
equation has a unique solution in G(Y) and j( . ) E q(Y), as is easily 
verified, j(t)(0) = V*u(t) Vu(t)(e) for almost all (t, 8). 1 
3.3. An Equation for Du 
Du( .) is a process that almost everywhere takes values in the space 
HS(H; V). It will turn out that Du( .) satisfies an equation of form (3.1) 
with V, K, and V* replaced by HS(H, V), HS(H, K), and HS(H, V*), 
respectively. It is easy to verify that HS(H, V) c HS(H, K) c HS(H, V*) 
functions just as T/c Kc V*; namely, the duality pairing of HS(H, V) and 
HS(H, V*) extends the inner product of HS(H, K). Moreover if 
A E L( V, V*) and CE HS(H, V), the composition AC is in HS(H; I’*) and 
IIACII HS(H; v*) G IlAll iICiiHS(H; v). Thus we may consider A to define a map 
in L(HS(H, V), HS(H, V*)) by C+ AC and we continue to denote this 
map by A. A similar remark applies to BE Z,( V, K) which we may interpret 
as a BE L(HS(H, I’), HS(H, K)). If the operators A( .) and Bi( .), 1 <i< p, 
of (3.1) are so interpreted as operators between HS(H, I’), HS(H, K), and 
HS(H, V*), then it is easily seen that they continue to satisfy the coercivity 
condition (3.2) if V, K, and I/* are replaced by the corresponding tensor 
products with H. We shall use this fact below. 
3.29. THEOREM. Assume f - 0, gi = 0, 1 < i < p, and that Bi(s) E L( V, V), 
O<s<T, l<i<p, such that sup{I(B,(s)ll,(..,JO~~sT, l<i<~p)<co. 
Assume also that the Bi( .) satisfy conditions (3.13) and (3.14). Then 
u( .) E G”(V), and Du( .) E Gm(HS(H; V)) solves 
Du(t) + 1; A(s) Du(s) ds= j’ f B,(s) Du(s) doi + q(t), (3.30) 
0 1 
where q(t) E HS(H, K) is defined by 
for y E H. 
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Before entering into the details of the proof we shall first show how to 
construct solutions of equations like (3.30). Assume that all the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.29 are in force, except that f 3 gi 3 0, and assume instead 
that j(.)cGi(V*), gi(.)oG’(V), l,<i,<p, and that the gi(-) are 
progressively measurable. Then the solution u( .) of (3.1) is in Go(V) = 
nq B 2 Ci( V). Define rj( t) E HS(H, V) by 
for y E H. The assumption that BieL( V, V) guarantees f(t)eHS(H, V). 
Consider the equation 
Z( .) E C;(HS(H; V)) 
z(t) + 1; CA(s) Z(s) + W(s)1 ds 
= Ic d 1 CBi(s) Z(s) + Dgds)l dei(s) + V(t). (3.31) 
To solve (3.31), observe first that i/(*)oG’(HS(H; V)). Indeed, because 
u(.)EG’(V) and gi(*)EG’(V) 
GMEJoT[ ll~(~)ll’v+f llgi(s)llO,]ds 
1 
for some constant M, using the fact that B,(~)E L( V; V) and that 
lIBi(~Nl.(.,., is uniformly bounded for 0 is < T, 1 d i < p. Furthermore, 
because u(t) has continuous paths as a function into K and gi is 
progressively measurable, q(t) is adapted to L%~ = u{ 0(s) < s < t } y {p-null 
sets}. It follows that we can form the processes Aif( .) E G’(HS(H, V*)) and 
Biij( .) E G’(HS(H; K)). NOW define W(f) = Z(t) - q(t). If Z( -) solves (3.31) 
then W( -) solves 
u/(f) + j-’ CA(s) WI + W(s) + 4s) ii(s)3 ds 
0 
= 
D 
’ ’ [Bi(s) W(S) + Dgi(S) + Bi(s) V(S)] de,(s). (3.32) 
0 1 
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Conversely, if W( .) solves (3.32), Z( .) = W( .) + q( .) solves (3.31). How- 
ever, because Df( .), A( .) q( .) E GO(HS(H, V*)) = nqaz c(HS(H, V*)) 
and Dgi( .), Bj( =) q( .) E G’(HS(H, K)), it follows from Lemma 3.16 that a 
solution W(a) to (3.32) exists and I+‘( .)E G’(HS(H, V)). Hence we have 
shown that under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.29 with f( . ) E G’( V*) and 
gi( .)EG’( V), 1 <i< p, (3.31) has a solution Z( .)cG’(HS(H, V)), given 
by Z(.)= W(.)+ij(.). 
3.33. LEMMA. Let f( .) E G’( V*) and gi( .) E G’(V), 1 < i < p, and assume 
otherwise that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.29 hold. If u( .) is the solution of 
(3.1) then u(.)~Gl(b’) andDu(t)(B)=Z(t)(tI)for almost every (t, O), where 
Z( .) is the solution of (3.31). 
Proof. We need only prove Du( .) solves (3.3 1 ), for then by what we 
have said above Du( .) E G’(HS(H, V)), and hence, by definition, 
u( .) E G’( V). Again we use the Galerkin approximation technique and 
weak limits. Let G denote the space of B,-adapted K-valued processes 
q(t, 0) such that zq(t) and Dq(t) exist and have measurable modifications 
and such that 
lllslll =~j-orCIle(~)llt+ IIYdt)ll:+ lI~q(t)ll~,,,,,ld~<~. 
G is a Hilbert space when supplied with the inner product naturally 
associated to l)l.Jlj. Now let UN(t) denote the Galerkin approximants of u(t) 
defined in (3.8). We know from the proof of Proposition 3.7 that (uN} is a 
bounded subsequence in Ci( V) with a subsequence (uN.} such that uN. + u 
and 9~~. -+ Yu, where u( . ) solves (3.1). We shall demonstrate that 
(Du,( .)} is a bounded sequence in C!(HS(H, V)) and that if DuJ .) con- 
verges weakly to Z( .) as N’ --, CO, Z( .) solves (3.31). It then follows that 
{u,} is a bounded sequence in G, that a subsequence { uN,} converges 
weakly in G to u( .), where u( .) solves (3.1), and Z( .) = Du( +). 
Let (e,}T= , be the orthonormal basis used in Proposition 3.7 to define 
uN, and define qN(f)eHS(H, K) by 
q,v(t)(y) = 2 1’ f) (Bits) u,v(s) + gi(sh ej) ejYl(s) d 
1~1 Oi=l 
for y E H. Because (u,J .)} is uniformly bounded in Cy( V), Bi E L( V, V), 
G ~4 ,’ Cll~&)ll: + II gi(s)II:l 4 5 
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{qN} is uniformly bounded in C:(HS(H; I’)). By using the Iinite-dimen- 
sional results of Kusuoka and Stroock [ 111, DUE exists, and, if 
W,(t) = Du,( t) - qN( t), W,(t) satisfies 
(W,(t),hOe,)+~r<AWN(s)+Df(s)+A~N(s),h@e,)ds 
0 
= Ix ’ ’ (Bi W,(s) + &As) + BirlN(s), h 0 e,) de,(s), (3.34) 
0 1 
where ( ., -) denotes the inner product in HS(H, K), and ( ., . ) the duality 
pairing between HS(H; V) and HS(H; V*). We can now apply coercivity 
and the Gronwall-Bellman inequality precisely as in Proposition 3.7 to 
prove that 
suP 11 wN( ’ )I\ C!$HS(H; V)) < co 
N 
and hence s”~N‘~lDu,~~~ll~(HS(,;.,, < 00. {DuN} therefore contains a sub- 
sequence converging weakly to Z( .). By again applying the argument of 
Theorem 3.1 in [17], Z(.) solves (3.31). 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.29) is now clear. Having established that u( .) is 
in G’(V) by Lemma 3.33, and that Du( .) solves (3.30), we next apply 
Lemma 3.33 to Du( .) and u( .) to prove that Du( -)E G’(HS(H; V)), 
u( .) E G’( V) and, hence, u( .) E G*( I’). We continue in this manner by 
induction to prove that u( .) E Gk( I’) for all integers k > 2, and hence that 
u( .) E G”(V). It only remains to show that Lemma 3.33 applies to Du( .) 
and Yu(. ). 
3.35. LEMMA. In addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 3.33, assume that 
LEG*, gi(.)EG*(V), l<‘< , I, p, and Yg, and Dgi are progressively 
measurable. Zfu( .) is the solution of(3.1) (and f( .) is defined as in (3.31)), 
yI( -) E G’(HS(H, V)). Indeed 
T’?(t)(Y) = j’ f CBAs) guts) + ygi(S)I Y!(S) h 
0 1 
for y E H, and 
W(t)(Y) = Jb’ $ CBds) Du(s) + &i(S)1 Y:(S) ds* 
Prooj Let F(t)(y) := jh Cp [Bi(s)5?u(s) + Yg,(s)] y;(s) ds. Certainly 
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J’( .) defines an element of Ci(HS(H; V)). Let y E H, e E V. By applying the 
formula (2.9) for applying dp to an integral, 
Thus Yq(t) = F(t). The formula for Drf(t) is proved similarly. Since 
E j’ Il~~Wk,,; v) 
0 
dt = E CT [ J”r f jIBi Yu(s) + gi(s)llt dp]di ds 
0 0 1 
and E j~llYu(s)(IyV+C: IIg,(s)1(9,ds< cc for all q>/ 2, it follows that 
%j( .) E G’(V). Likewise 
¶I* 
=EJ’[f’f ll~i(S)~~(s)+~gi(S)ll~,,,;.,~] d 
0 0 1 
<CE 
I[ 
T II~4m,(,; V) + f IImi(~)llKS(“; V) ds. 
0 1 1 
By assumption E ~~~:, IIDg,(s)l(&,: Vj ds< cc for all q 22, and from 
Lemma 3.33, E JOr IIDu(s)llf,s~H; v) ds < cc for all q> 2. Thus Drj(. ) E G’(V). 
Since, by definition rf( .) E G’(V) if 5?f and Dij are in G’(V), this completes 
the proof. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.29. Suppose now that f s 0, gi - 0, 1 < i < p. Then, 
if W(t) = Du(t)- q(t), 
W(t) + ib’ CA(s) W(s) + A(s) q(s)1 ds 
= Ic ’ ’ CBi(s) w(s) + Bits) tl(s)I de,(S). 0 1 
Furthermore 
Zu(t) + 1; A(s) 2u(s) ds = 1; c [ Bi(s) L&(s) -; BJs) U(S)] dBi(s). 
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Because of Lemma 3.35, both equations satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.33, and thus W( .) E G’(V), ZU( .) E G’( I’). This implies Du( .) E 
G’(V) also, and hence that u( .) E Gz( I’). It is clear that we can continue this 
procedure to prove u( .) E GR( V) for any integer k 2 0. 1 
4. APPLICATION TO A STOCHASTIC pde RELATED TO NONLINEAR FILTERING 
4.1. Introduction 
This section studies the following particular example of the abstract 
setup of Section 3. We take K= L’(Iw”), V= W’s ‘(R”), the Sobolev space of 
L*-functions with square-integrable first derivatives, and V* = W-‘**( R”). 
Denote the inner product on L*(W”) by ( -, .), that on W1**(lRn) by ( ., .)i, 
and the duality pairing between W-‘~*(lR”) and W’**(lR”) by ( ., . ). We 
shall consider the equation 
(4.1) 
In (4.1), 2: W1*2+ W-l’* is the operator defined by 
(Au, u) = j 1 a&) d,u(s) dju(x) dx 
- m,(x) -; ,i a&x) u(x) cY,u(x) dx 
J=l 1 - s c(x) u(x) u(x) dx 
for u and u in W1**(Rn). The term hip(s) means h,(x)p(x, s), that is, mul- 
tiplication of p by hi, and we shall use hi to stand interchangeably for the 
function hi(x) and the operator of multiplication by hi. Throughout this 
section we shall assume 
a&x), m,(x), and hi(x) are Cp(R”) functions, (4.2) 
U&X) = a,i(X~) and [C+(X)] i c i,j< n > &I for some E > 0 
and for all x in R”. (4.3) 
It is simple to verify that 2, hi, . . . . h, satisfy the coercivity condition (3.2). 
Moreover, the operators of multiplication by hi are bounded from W’**( 88”) 
into itself and hence also satisfy the assumptions (3.13) and (3.14). It 
follows from Section 3 that (4.1) has a unique solution p( . ) in 
L*(@ x [O, Z”J; W’**(R”); p) and p E P( W’-*(W”)) (see Theorem 3.23). 
580/79/2-5 
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Equation (4.1) is the variational interpretation of the stochastic pde 
Pk t) = PO + J; AP( X, S) dS + f ’ i hi(X) p(x7 s, dOi( (4.4) 0 I 
where 
4G) = 1 a: bij(x) 4(x)1 - 1 di [m(x) $(x)1 + c(x) 0). 
i,i i 
Suppose c 3 0 and X, is a diffusion process whose infinitesimal generator is 
defined by the adjoint A* of A. Then (4.1) and (4.4) are the Zakai 
equations for the problem of filtering X in additive white noise; p(x, t) 
represents an unnormalized conditional density of X, given observations 
0, = Js, h( X,) dr + B(s), s 6 t, where B is a standard Brownian motion 
independent of X. 
Given the strong regularity conditions (4.2) and (4.3) assumed of the 
coefficients, it is easy to obtain a classical solution of (4.4) by 
robustilication. Specifically, for each 8 E 0, let 
A: is a second-order operator with the second-order term C au a;. 
Therefore the equation 
2 (4 f) = &?(x, f) 
4(x, 0) = PO(X) 
(4.5) 
has a classical solution for each 13, at least if p0 is continuous. Using Ito’s 
rule, one easily sees that e h(x)o(‘)q(x, t) is the solution p(x, t) of (4.1). The 
“robust” equation (4.5) will play an important role in our future analysis. 
We shall be interested in analyzing the Malliavin covariance matrix of 
p(t)(0) and in drawing conclusions from this concerning the regularity of 
the distribution of p(t)(e). At each time t, p(t)(e) induces the probability 
distribution ~0 p(t)-’ on L2(R”). The simplest regularity question that one 
can ask about a probability distribution is whether is whether or not it 
admits a density. However, since a Hilbert space such as L2(R”) does not 
support a canonical measure analogous to Lebesgue measure with which to 
compare other measures, the density question does not make immediate 
sense for p 0 p(t) - ‘. (If a Wiener measure is taken as measure then [27] 
gives result in this direction.) Instead, we shall study whether p 0 p(t)- ’ 
admits densities when restricted to cylinder sets. Let S denote any closed, 
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finite-dimensional subspace of t*(lR”) and Proj Is the projection onto S. 
Recall that the cylinder sets based on S are the elements of the a-algebra: 
~~={Proj(;‘(U)(UisaBorelsetofS}. 
Lebesgue measure ms on (L2([Wn), gs) can then be defined by 
where m is Lebesgue measure on S and U c S. We shall say that a measure 
v on the Bore1 sets of L*(W) admits a density with respect to cylinder sets if 
v 1 Bs < m, for every finite-dimensional closed subspace S. 
We are now in a position to state the main theorem of this section. 
First let A denote the Lie algebra of operators generated by 
[ad[A-+Ch;]]khi,k>O, l<i<p([adA]oB=[A,B]=BoA-AoB). 
If f is a C” function, define A(f) = {C(f)1 CE,~}. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let p0 E S(W) ( = rapidly decreasing infinitely differen- 
tiable functions), p0 # 0, and let p(t) be the solution of (4.1). Zf A( pO) is 
dense in L*(W), then p 0 pP ‘(t) admits a density with respect to cylinder sets. 
Remarks. 1. That A(pO) be dense in L*(W) is a rank condition on the 
Lie algebra of operators of the Stratonovich form of (4.4): 
where 0 de denotes Stratonovich integration. This rank condition is 
reminiscent of hypoellipticity conditions, and, in fact, our proof uses the 
Malliavin covariance matrix after the manner of the Stroock [20] and 
Malliavin [ 131 proofs of Hormander’s hypoellipticity theorem using 
stochastic calculus of variations. The rank condition also relates to Lie 
algebraic criterion for controllability of infinite-dimensional systems; see 
Ball et al. [ 11. Such rank conditions guarantee controllability of the system 
(4.4) to dense sets, if the dei terms are replaced by ui controls. 
2. The condition p. E S( W”) is made to ensure that C( po) E L*(W) for 
all CE A. The analysis below goes through if p. E C” A L* and the 
derivatives of p” are allowed to increase polynomially. Then A(po) may be 
thought of as being contained within tempered distributions and we ask 
that r(ll/) = 0 for all TE A(p,) and test functions $ E S, instead of that 
A(po) be dense in L*(W). 
3. The uniform ellipticity assumption (4.3) on [a&x)] is used first to 
ensure that p(t) E c(L*) and second to ensure that if p. # 0, p(t) cannot 
decay to 0 in finite time. Decay to 0 in finite time cannot be allowed for 
technical reasons in the proof of Theorem 4.6; see Lemma 4.17. 
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4. The rank condition that /l(p,) be dense in L*(W) is unfortunately 
very difficult to check by hand in particular examples. On the other hand, 
known examples, such as the cubic sensor filtering problem, in which initial 
conditions exist for which the rank conditions hold, usually involve 
unbounded functions hi and so do not fulfill the assumption (4.2). (4.2) is 
useful for establishing that V*p(t) Vp(t) E D,(Y; L*( Rn) 0 L*( R”)) which is 
needed to apply Proposition 2.18. However, Bouleau and Hirsch [26] 
establish a version of Proposition 2.18 which avoids this assumption. In 
[28], we use their result to extend Theorem 4.6 to the Zakai equation for 
the one-dimensional cubic sensor problem, in which A = t(a’/ax’), and 
h(x) = x3. 
To prove Theorem 4.6 we shall use the criterion of Proposition 2.18 for 
existence of densities. First, as we have observed, p( .) E C”( W’**(W”)). 
Therefore for each t, Vp*(t) Vp(t) exists and certainly Vp(t)* Vp( t) E 
D2( Y; L*(W) 0 L*(W)). The assumptions of Proposition 2.18 are thus 
satisfied, and to prove Theorem 4.6 it suffices to prove that 
VP*(t) VP(t)(e) > 0 p-almost surely, (4.7) 
where by (4.7) we mean that Vp*(t) Vp(t)(@ is a positive operator 
p-almost surely-recall that we interpret L*( IL!“) 8 L*( R”) as HS(L*(R”); 
L*( R”)) so that Vp*( t) Vp( t)(d) is a linear operator on L*(W). All our 
remaining work will therefore be directed toward proving (4.7). 
If p(r) were the solution of a finite-dimensional analogue of (4.1), 
analyzing V*p(t) Vp(t) would be the simplest application of the stochastic 
calculus of variations to stochastic differential equations because of the 
linear dynamics of p(t). Indeed, suppose that p(t) is an lR”-valued process, 
A” and Bi, 1 < i < p, are m x m real matrices, and 
p(t) + J1: &(s) ds = po + f J’ B,jqs) de,(s). (4.8) 
1 0 
Solutions of (4.8) can be represented in terms of a state transition matrix 
@(t, s) satisfying the equation 
@(t, S) + jr d@(r, S) = I+ i j’ Bi4P(r, S) dOi( l>S20, (4.9) 
s 1 s 
where, in (4.9), I is the m x m identity matrix. Thus @(t, s)p,, t 2 s, solves 
@(G s)Po + f’~~(r,s)Bodr=po+~I’~j~(r,~)B~d8i(r). 
s 1 s 
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Then, one can show that 
v*~(t)v~(t)=~‘yt,S)~ifi~(S)[~i~(S)]r~r(I,S)dS. (4.10) 
0 1 
Equation (4.10) is just the representation of V*p(t)Vp(t) give in 
Proposition 3.26. To analyze this in the finite-dimensional case we use the 
fact that @(t, s) = @(t, O-) @(s, 0))’ and that @(s, 0))’ solves an equation 
much like (4.9). Then, writing 
v*P(t) VP(t) 
=@(t, 0) f'#(sv O)-' 2 Bip(S)[Bi@(S)]'[@(sy 0)-l] dS @'(t, O), 
0 I 
we analyze V*@(t) VP(~) by differentiating the integrand with respect to s 
and this analysis helps determine whether or not V*p(t) Q(t) is positive 
definite almost surely. 
In the infinite-dimensional case (4.1), a representation very much like 
(4.10) is still possible. Now, however, it is no longer possible to form an 
analogue of @(s, 0) - ‘; after all, we are solving a parabolic pde. To do the 
analysis, we are then forced to differentiate terms like @(t, s) Bip(s) 
with respect to s, but this raises problems because p(s) is adapted to the 
past a-algebra 0(0(u) I u <s}, and @(t, s) to the future increments 
0(0(u) - e(s) 1 s < u < t}. This is the first main technical difficulty that needs 
to be overcome. Its resolution depends on a direct, path-by-path represen- 
tation of Vp*(t) Vp(t)(O) using the robust equation (4.5) and its solution 
q(t)(e) and an adjoint equation. This representation and its chief properties 
are described in Section 4.2. Given this representation, it turns out that if 
qkL2(W) 
where f&t, s) and all. its formal stochastic derivatives have the form 
C gk(t, s) ok(s), where gk(t, s) is continuously differentiable in s for each t, 
but not adapted to o{B(u)lu<s). Because gk(f, s) is absolutely con- 
tinuous, we can differentiate and integrate gn(t, s)(@(s)) by a simple 
integration by parts formula without worrying that gk(t, s) is not adapted. 
To show V*p(t) Q(t) > 0 p-a.s., we will show that there is a set of paths 
Q such that p(Q) = 0 and (V*p( t) Vp( t)(0), 4 @ 4) > 0 for all 4 E L2, 4 # 0, 
and for all 8 E Qc. (Here and in the future we denote ( ., .)L2gt2 simply by 
( ., e ).) Note that it is not enough to show that (V*p(t) Vp(t)(O), q5 @I 4) > 0 
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p-as. for each 4 #O in such a way that the measure 0 set where the 
inequality fails depends on 4. Section 4.3 shows how to define Q by looking 
for a set of paths on which it is possible to discuss the stochastic calculus of 
terms like gk(f, S)@(S) without worrying about almost sure equivalences. 
These results are technical and their proofs are given in the Appendix. The 
proof of Theorem 4.6 is given in Section 4.4; it does not utilize information 
in the proofs of the technical results of Sections 4.2 and 4.3, so the reader 
can go to Section 4.4 after reading just the statements of the technical, 
preliminary lemmas. Finally, all our work will consider the case p = 1 for 
notational simplicity; the general case requires no new ideas. 
4.2. Representation of V*p( t) Vp( t) 
We shall represent VP*(t) Vp(t) using the solution of a backward 
stochastic differential equation adjoint to (4.1). Let a* denote the adjoint 
of A”, let 4 e L’(R”), and consider for fixed t > 0 the equation 
u’(s; 4) + 1’ d*u’(r; 4) dr = cj + ~‘hu’(r; 4) &(r), o<sgt. (4.11) 
> s 
In this equation, ~‘(3; 4) is o{&t) - C?(r)Is< r < t>” {p-null sets}- 
measurable and 26’ means backward Ito integration. A solution to (4.8) 
exists and is unique in the class 
L*(Q x [0, t]; W’~2(Wn))nL2(Q:C([0, t]; L2)) 
simply by using Proposition 3.7 for n = 0. It turns out that 
(V*p(t) Q(t)(e), 404) = j-l (u’(s; d)(e), UP)* ds 
0 
almost surely for every C$ EL*. Since v’(s; 4)(e) and p(s)(8) are only defined 
up to almost sure equivalence this does not quite give a formula for 
V*p( t) Vp( t). However, by robustification we can find versions of ~‘(3; #)(0) 
and p(s)(8) defined for each 0 in 8. 
Recall the robust form (4.5) of Eq. (4.1): 
dw = p. + J’ 4ww) ds, 0 < t. 
0 
The robust form of (4.11) is 
u’(s; 4)(e)=f?t)e”“‘8”‘+ 1’ [Af]*u’(r;#)(e) dr, O<s<t. 
(4.12) 
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Here A6 = e-h(X)@S)[A _ 4h2-j eh(x)e(r), 
coeffkieks of the operator A! 
and [AZ]* is its formal adjoint. The 
are infinitely differentiable in x and 
continuous in S, and, moreover, the second-order term has the form 
C au(x) ai, which is uniformly elliptic and independent of t. Therefore 
(4.12) and (4.13) have classical solutions for each 8 E Q-see, for example, 
A. Friedman [8, Chap. 11. Indeed, there is a fundamental solution 
P(x, t 1 y, s) for each 8 such that 
and 
u’(x, s; f$)(O) = j re( y, t 1 x, s) eh(y)e(‘)& y) dy. 
4.14. LEMMA. (a) For each 0, [0, T] 3 t+q(t)(e) is in C([O, T]; Wm,*) 
and [0, t) 3s + u’(s; d)(e) is in C( [0, t); V2) for all positive integers m. 
(wm,Z is the Sobolev space of functions on [w” with square-integrable 
derivatives of order less than or equal to m.) Furthermore, if /I = (j?, , . . . . /?,,) 
is any multi-index, 
(4.15) 
(b) e’@)‘(‘)q(x, t)(0) is a version, defined for each 6 E 8, of the solution 
p(x, t)(0) of (4.1). e-h(x)e(s)~‘(~, s;4)(0) is a version of the solution 
u~(x, s; 4)(e) 0f (4.11). 
(c) For each 8, let J(t)(e) E L2( W) @ L2( [W”)) be defined by 
Then .J( t) = V*p( t) Vp( t) u-almost surely. 
Remark. From now on when we write p(t)(e) and u’(s; 4)(e) we mean 
those particular versions defined in this lemma. One then easily sees that 
(V*P(t)VP(t)(t% C@r)=j: (u’(s; M6% h(.) P(s)(e))2 ds. 
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Also, 
= 
j ii 
* dxh(x)q(x,s)(B)IdyTe(y, l(x,s)ehcY)e(‘)q5(y) *ds. 
0 I 
Proof: (a) The facts that I + q(t)(6) is in C([O, T]; V*) and 
s + ~‘(3; b)(O) is in C( [0, t): Wm,*) follow by rewriting (4.12) and (413) in 
variational form and applying results found in Bensoussan and Lions 
[4, Chap. 31 or Theorem 2.1 of Pardoux [ 171. Equation (4.15) also follows 
from this theory or from classical theory as in Friedman [S, Chaps. l-3). 
(b) Let p(t)(e)~L*(Q x [O, T]; W’,*)n L*(@, C([O, T]; L*(W))) be 
the solution of (4.1) as found in Proposition 3.7 and let q(t)(@) = 
e-h“)e”‘p(t)(0). Applying Ito’s rule to 4(t)(0) shows that g(t)(O) solves 
(4.12) and t + g( t)( 0) E C( [O, T]; L*(W)) p-almost surely; hence, 4( .)(0) = 
q(.)(e) a.s. and eh(.)‘(‘) q(t)(e) defines a version of p(t)(e). A similar 
argument applies to show u’(s; b)(0) = e-h(.)eW(~; b)(e). . 
(c) For T > I > s > 0, define 
G(x, t, s)(e) = eh(x)e(‘) 
I 
r e (4 f I Y, S) w 4h d(e) 4 
One may readily verify that 
(4, G( .) t, w)) = (24~; 4)(e), 4. ) 4ww. 
At the same time, by applying Ito’s rule one finds that 
G( ., t, s)(e) + j-t A"G( ., r, s)(e) dr 
s 
for T > t 2 s > 0. By Proposition 3.26, 
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p-almost surely for almost ail t. But VP*(~) Vp( t) can be modified so as to 
have continuous paths and (J(t)(0), 40 4) is also continuous in t. Hence 
J(l)(0) gives a version of V*p(t) VP(t)(e) for every t. 1 
4.3. Remarks on Stochastic Integration 
Let d denote the set of measurable processes f(t, 19): [0, TJ x 8 + R such 
that every sample path t +f(t, 0) is continuously differentiable. To 
emphasize, elements of d are not necessarily adapted to cr{ 0(s) 1 s ,< t}, nor 
are two processes that are indistinguishable w.r.t. p considered equivalent; 
to define f~ 8, f(t, t9) must be specified for every (t, 0). It will be necessary 
in the proof of Theorem 4.6 to analyze stochastic integrals of the form 
where f E 8’ and “0 &I” signifies Stratonovich integration. Although f is not 
necessarily adapted to 6, X,$(t) is easily defined by integration by parts: 
ek+l(t) ’ 
xLk(t)(e)=f(ts 0) k+ 1 s ek++) -- of'(ho) k+ 1 dS. 
The right-hand side is defined for every 0 E 8, and by &(t)(e) we always 
mean this specific version. While this is very simple, we shall need the 
following technical emma, which says that we can analyze x&t)(e) for all 
k >, 0 and f E C on some universal set of full p-measure. 
4.16. LEMMA. There is a set Q c 8 such that p(Q) = 0 and such that the 
following is true. Let g, fi, . . . . fN be any elements of d and set 
qt, e) = g(t, e) + 1’ $ j+, e) ej(.q o de(s). O j=l 
If e#Q and Z(t,e)=O for O<t<T, then g(t,@=O, O<t,<T, and 
Cj”_, fj(t, 8) e’(f) = 0 for 0 G t G z 
The proof of this lemma is given in the Appendix. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.4 
The statement of Theorem 4.6 concerns the solution p(t, 0) of (4.1) for 
any t > 0. For convenience of notation we set t = 1. Hereafter p(s, e), 
v’(s; 4)(e), OS’S f 1, and VP*(t) VP(t)(e) refer to the specific solutions, 
defined for each 0 E 8, given in Lemma 4.14. The proof of Theorem 4.3 will 
rest on the following two results. 
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LEMMA 4.17. Let 4 E L*( R”) and suppose 4 # 0. Then for every s, 
O<s<l, andfor every 0,v’(s;q5)(~)#0. 
Proof Apply Theorem II. 1 in Bardos and Tartar [Z] to Eq. (4.13) for 
~‘(3; d)(e) = eh(.)e(s) ’ v (s; d)(e). Here we use the uniform ellipticity. 1 
LEMMA 4.18. Let Q be the ,u-null set found in Lemma 4.16. Suppose that 
O&Q and 
Then for every VE A, (v’(s, b)(e), Vp(s, 6)) = 0 for all s, 0 6 s 6 1. 
The proof of Theorem 4.6 now follows easily. The main hypothesis 
of Theorem 4.6 is that A(pO) = { V(pO) 1 VE ,4} is dense in L*(W). There- 
fore for any non-zero 4 E L2(R”), there exists a VE ,4 such that 
(~‘(0; b)(0), VP,) #O because, by Lemma 4.17, ~‘(0; q5)(0) #O. Thus, by 
Lemma4.18, (V*p(t)Vp(t)(B), 4@#),>0 for every MEL* and 8#Q. 
Thus V*p(t)(e) > 0 p-almost surely, and Theorem 4.6 follows immediately. 
Proof of Lemma 4.18. Let C be an operator of the form 
c= c,fl, .rfp(x) aa> where fs E Cr( OF) for all multi-indices j?. Notice that 
all operators of n may be written in this way. We shall establish two facts; 
first, there exist gj(s, 0) E b, 1 < j < r, such that 
(u’(s, 4)(e), CP(S, e)) = i gi(s, e) ej(~), O<s<l. (4.19) 
j=O 
Second, for every 0 E 0, 
(v’(s; 4)(6, CP(4 0)) 
= (u’(oT h(@, CPO) + js (V’k d)(e), [A - $h*, cl P(u, 6)) du 
0 
+ js (V’k d)(e), k cl P(U, e)bde. 
0 
(4.20) 
Note that since [h, C] may again be written in the same general form as C, 
(a’(~, d)(e), [h, C] p(s, 0)) = CTEO gj(s, 8) 0](s), and so the stochastic 
integral in (4.20) is well-defined in the sense specified in Section 4.3. 
Before proving these assertions, let us derive Lemma 4.18 from them. 
Suppose OEQc and (Vp*(t)Vp(t)(@,q5@$)=0. Let J=Lie algebra of 
operators generated by A - $h2 and h and let A,= {CE~ 1 (v’(s; Q)(0), 
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Cp(s, f3)) = 0, 0 < s 6 11. Notice that A is the smallest ideal in /i containing 
the operator (of multiplication by) h. We observe two facts. First, since 
o = (VP*(~) V(t)(s), 4 @ 4) = 1’ (v’(s; 4)(@, MS, 0))’ ds 
0 
and (u’(s; 4)(0 k-4,@) is continuous in s (see Lemma 4.14(a)), h E A,. 
Furthermore, if C is in A, then, using (4.20) 
0 = J-; (u’(s; d)(e), [a-fh’,C]p(s,8))ds 
+ js (uk 4)(e), Ck Cl P(& 0)) O W). 
0 
But since 0 E Qc, Lemma 4.16 implies that (u’(s; d)(0), [A - fh’, C] 
&, 0)) = 0 for 0 G s d 1 and (vi@; d)(e), [h, C] p(s, 0)) = 0 for 0 < s < 1. In 
other words, if CE&, so are [A 
ideal in 2. Thus A0 is an ideal in 
--ih’, C] and [h, C], and hence A, is an 
A containing h, and hence A c A,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.18. 1 
It remains to prove (4.19) and (4.20), and for this it suffices to consider 
the case C=~(X) @, f~ Cr. For any multi-index o! define 
P,(x, A) = [e- W-J p[eh(xq 
From Leibniz’s rule, one easily sees that 
P*(x, 1) = E pY(x)A’, 
I=0 
where p;(x) E CF. Using this notation, 
Pp(x, t) = as eh(x)B(r)q(x, 2) = 1 Y~,~, iY[eh(x)e(‘)] iY’q(x, l), 
?,a’ 
where yor,#, are constants whose exact values are not important for the 
argument. Here and throughout, we will often suppress the 8 dependence in 
~(4 t)(e), 4(x, t)(e), etc. Thus, 
@P(& t) = c Y,,,, eh(x)e(‘)Pm(X, e(t)) P’q(x, t) 
(4.21) 
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It follows that 
(u’(s 41, f(x) J%(4) 
= ,Fa, Ya,aXe- hwm)U1(S; b),@ .P(s) f(.)PF(.) J%d) e’(r) 
= ‘C Ya,dW(~; 41, f(. 1 PY( -) J%(s)) W). (4.22) 
I.a,ar’ 
Define gl,&, 8) = (u’(s; c$), f( .)p;( -) @q(s)). To establish (4.19) it 
suffices to show that g,,#,=, E 6 for each (1, a, a’). In fact we will show 
that gr,or,crh 0) is continuously differentiable in s for each 8 by explicitly 
computing its derivative using the results of Lemma 4.14. Indeed, we have 
d 
;i;: gLm,a’(~~ 0) = (- c47*~‘(~; 4),f(.)P;(.) J%W) 
+ (a d),f(.)PI*(-) Jb’4w)) 
=(U1(S;~),S(.)P~(.)aOL;l,eq(s)-A,eCf(.)p~(.)aa’q(s)l). 
(4.23) 
Now we shall prove (4.20). Observe first that by our definition of stochastic 
integration 
t 
D d = g,,*& 0) e’(s) Q!T 0 I,a,a’ YLY.d ‘;i;; 
(s, 0) IO’- l(s)0 de(s). (4.24) 
We will show that 
and that 
Now 
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(a% 4), CA - 4h2, Cl P(S)) 
=(e- h( )ecs)ul(s, qi), f( .) @[A - fh2] eh’~‘e’“‘q(s)) 
- (eph(~)e(s)ul(s, #), [A - +h2] f(x) 8$(s)) 
= (4.~ 4), e -wMq-( .) 8s ew’N~‘~,eq(s)) 
- (u’(s, 4),4 e -h(‘)e(s)f( .) 8)(s)). 
Now use (4.21) to write 
(u’b, ti),Af e -wyf( .) @p(s)) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Repeating the calculation of (4.21) but with e h’.)“(S)Afq(s) in place of p(s) 
gives 
(ul(s, qS), e-h(.)e(s)f( -) @[eh(~)e(“)Afq(s)]) 
(4.27) 
By putting (4.23), (4.25k(4.27) together, 
(u’h 41, CA - ih2, Cl P(S)) 
as claimed. To show that 
note that 
(4.28) 
0L.a’ 
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and 
(4.29) 
However, 
k PJx, A) =-& (ephcx)‘) P(ehcx)‘) 
= -h(X) PJx, A) + eChcxJi P[h(x) ehcx)“]. 
Therefore 
(4.28) = c Y~,&~(s, 41, -ft.) 4.1 PA-, e(s)) ~%b)) 
l,a,a’ 
+ y3,nj(~‘(~, q5), f( .) eph(.)e(s) P[h( .) eh(.)e(s)] @q(s)) 
= C y,,,dul(.c 41, -4.Jft.l eh(.)e(s)P,( ., e(s)) G(s)) 
3L.d 
+ ya,Jul(s, 4), f( .) P[h(x) eh(x)e(s)] @q(s)) 
= (u’fs, 4)> -h(.)f(.) @P(S))- W(S> d)Yf(.) m4x) Pb)l) 
= (a 41, Ch, Cl P(S)). 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 4.14 
Lemma 4.14 is an easy consequence of Lemma A.1 below. In this lemma, 
we use the following notation. For integers n 2 1, j> 0, let t,,j = j/2” denote 
the dyadic rationals, and let i,,j = t,, I,zj+, denote the midpoint of 
[t,l,j, t,,j+l]. For any function /?(.) set ~I,“fl=/3(t~,~+~)-~(t~,~) and 
d;/?(t)=/l(t,,j+, A t)-/?(tn,j A t). Recall that XJt) :=sha(s, 0) ok(s)0 
dets) for a E 8. 
LEMMA A.l. There is a set Q c 8 such that p(Q) = 0 and such that 
(a) J:, a(s, e)ekts) 0 de(s) = lim, _ co CEO a(i,,j, 6) e”(l-,, j) q(t) for 
all t < T, for all a E E, and for any 0 # Q, 
(b) let Y(t, 0) = xr X+&t, 0) for a,, . . . . aNE E and integers kj. Then 
j;. Cqw12 = J[ 
d jgo aj(s, 0) es(s)]* ds 
for any a 1, . . . . aN E E, integers ki, and 6 $ Q. 
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Lemma A.1 says in effect that there is a universal set of measure one on 
which we can realize XJf) and its quadratic variation by taking limits 
through a sequence of partitions on dyadic rationals. 
Proof of Lemma 4.14. Suppose Q is the set given by Lemma A.1 and 
8 6 Q. If Z( t, 0) = fi( t, 0) + J:, C;” CXJS, 0) @(s) 0 d0(s), then Lemma A.1 
implies that 
lim 
n-m. 
f [d;Z(t)]’ = j’ [ 2 aj(t, 0) B’(s)]* ds. 
J=o 0 j=O 
Thus, if Z(t, 0) = 0 for 0 < t d T, C;=, uj(t, e)@(t) = 0 for 0 < t < T. But if 
Cy=, clj( t, (3) S*(t) = 0, part (a) of Lemma A. 1 implies j:, CJ!= I aj( t, 0) (V(t) 0 
de(t) = 0 for 0 d t < T, and hence P(t, 0) = 0 for 0 < t < T also. 1 
Proof of Lemma A.l. We shall not present the full proof since it is 
lengthy and depends on applying the same basic ideas over and over; 
instead we shall sketch selected parts. To prove this lemma it is actually 
enough to prove convergence uniformly in t for the ease a = 1. Consider 
proving part (b), for example. Suppose that we can find a p-null set Q i 
such that 
G~,,(t,8)-S’klek+‘-‘(s)ds 
0 
for all integers k, i> 1 and 8 4 Ql , where 
G;,,k 0) = f qek(t) dye’(t). 
j=O 
We claim that this is enough to prove part (b). 
Indeed, if we define the measures on [0, T], 
C2”T1 
G;(A) = 1 A;ek Ai”8’ &j(A) 
j=O 
G,(A) = j- kltlk+‘-‘(s) ds, 
A 
where [2”T] = greatest integer less than or equal to T and 6, is the point 
mass at t, then (A.2) implies G; converges weakly to GB as n + co for 
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e&Q,. Define x,(~)=S:,a(s,e)e~-l(~)ode(~), x,(t)=S:,B(s,e)e’-‘(~)~ 
d&s). By using the absolute continuity of a and 8, one can easily show that 
n-roo 
J==o 
= i lim ‘y a( t,,i) p( t,, j) dyek Are’ 
“-+CC j=O 
= ‘a(s,e)e”-‘(s)/?(s,e)e’-‘(s)ds. J’ 0 
Statement (b) of Lemma A.1 follows easily from this. (The idea used here 
of proving convergence of approximants to the quadratic variation by 
establishing weak convergence of a sequence of measures is due to 
H. Fijllmer [25].) 
It remains to prove (A.2). Set uk(t) =k(k- 1)/2 j; 6k-2(.S) his, and 
note that A;ek(r)=ek((tnJ+,) A ~)-e~(t,,~ A t)=kld;(Ljek-l(~)de(~)+ 
(A,!U,)(t), where A,!!(t) is the interval [t,, j A t, t,, j+ I A t]. Using this 
notation we may write 
G:,,(t, e) - kl J; 8 k+1-2(s)ds=M;+& 
where 
ol-‘de-1 
A;(r) 
s*+j-*(+h] 
and 
I;= f 
j=O 
A;Uk(t)~~;rs’-1de+ArU~(~)~A~kek-’de+A~U~(t)A~U,(t) . 
I 
It is clear that lim,, aD SUP~~,~, (I,)=O. For example, ]cj AJ’U,(t) 
JAY le’-’ de1 < {supjzO,i< T ljAFc,, 18’-r del} j;k(k- 1)/2 181k-*(s) ~3, and 
this converges to 0 as n + co /for every 0 E @. As for My, note that My is a 
continuous martingale. A calculation shows that 
5 e’-‘de- ek+yS)dqS) *GK~-*” 4 I A; 1 
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for some constant K independent of j for j/2” < T. It follows that 
E[sup JM:1*]~4EIM;1*~44K2-“T. 
CO, Tl 
This means that 
P[ sup Ihf:I > l/n] < 4n2KT2-“, 
CO. Tl 
and, hence, by the Bore1 Cantelli lemma, that lim, _ o. supt,,,, IM:(e)l = 0 
for every 0, except possibly for 0 in some p-null set Qk,,. Thus if Q, = 
Uk,, Q,+ (A.2) will be true for any positive integers k and 1. This completes 
the proof of (A.2). 
The proof of part (a) of Lemma A.1 is likewise a consequence of the 
statement hat there exists a p-null Q2 such that 
lim sup f 13”(i,,~) dJ$(t) - tP+ ‘(t)/k + 1 = 0 (A-3) 
n-tm CO,Tl j=o 
for any integer k > 0 and any 8 4 Q2. To prove this, write the expression 
appearing in (A.3) as Z;(t) + Z;(t) + Z;(t), where 
ZY(t)=C Cek(i,,j)-ek(t,,j)lCe(t,,j+, A t)-e(t,,j A t)] 
ZiXt)=C Cek(t,,j)-ek(t,,j)lCe(T,,j A Q-@b,j * t)l 
z;(t) = C ek(t,,j) de(t). 
By an argument closely analogous to that proving (A.2), it may be shown 
that there is a p-null Q’ such that Z;(t) converges uniformly to 
:k 1; Ok-‘(s) ds for all k and for all 8 # Q’. Likewise, Z;(t) is a martingale, 
and again as above E Ir;(T)I’ < K’2-” so that there exists a p-null Q” such 
that lim, _ m sup[O,T1 II;(‘)1 = 0 for all k > 0 and 8 $ Q”. The same argument 
applied to the martingale Z;(t) - [ok+ ‘(t)/k + 1 -k/2 j; Ok- I(S) ds] shows 
that this term converges uniformly to 0 for 8 4 Q”‘, where p(Q”‘) = 0. Thus 
if Q2 = Q’ u Q” u Q”’ one immediately obtains (A.3). m 
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